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Why a new build tool?Why a new build tool?

● Builds are processes, not specifications
● Most tools oriented around configuration 

instead of programming
● We're programmers, we need to be able to 

program builds!



Our Dream Build ToolOur Dream Build Tool

● Made of many independent parts that each 
do one thing well

● Much better than one monolithic program
● Small things are only useful if composition 

left to user
● Our dream build empowers users to create 

and compose small parts



What is Boot?What is Boot?

● Uses Maven for dependency resolution
● We use it to build Clojure, ClojureScript
● http://boot-clj.com



A Common Build WorkflowA Common Build Workflow





Command Line: Compiling JavaCommand Line: Compiling Java



The Boot PipelineThe Boot Pipeline

src show -f

javac

show -ftarget



Command Line: Installing a JarCommand Line: Installing a Jar



boot javac -– pom –- jar -– install

$ javac | pom | jar | install

(boot (javac) (pom) (jar) (install))



Process Connective

Unix Shell program text 

Boot task FileSet

Unix Shell vs. BootUnix Shell vs. Boot



Anatomy of a TaskAnatomy of a Task

(deftask my-task []
  (let [history (atom [])]
    (fn [next-handler]
      (fn [fileset]
        (swap! history conj fileset)
        (next-handler fileset)))))

1. Task constructor
2. Accumulated state

3. Middleware
4. Handler



Anatomy of a TaskAnatomy of a Task

(deftask my-task []
  (let [history (atom [])]
    (with-pre-wrap [fileset]
      (swap! history conj fileset)
      (next-handler fileset))))



REPL: deftaskREPL: deftask







Making a new taskMaking a new task

● We're done composing existing tasks
● It's time to make our own task



JavaJava

FortranFortran



FileSetFileSet
● A little anonymous git repo
● Real files underneath but 100% managed
● Basis for Classpath
● Immutable
● Query API
● Add, remove
● Commit: mutates underlying files





PodsPods

● How we avoid “dependency hell”
● Isolated Clojure runtimes
● Each can have different dependencies
● Easy to create, run code inside of
● Some things can't be passed between pods



REPL: PodREPL: Pod
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Thank You!Thank You!

http://boot-clj.comhttp://boot-clj.com

Adzerk
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